Hate interrupter teams
act in Europe
#HITproject international conference
10th December 2020, 14:30 – 16:30

Please register here!

H 14.00 - 14.30

Room opening, arrival and welcoming of participants.
Feel free to bring a cup of coffee within this half an hour, or to ask to check your
technical asset. If you prefer to skip, we see you at 14,30 directly!

Session 1 - Setting the HIT Stage
14.30 - 14.35
14.35 - 14.55

Welcoming and introduction of speakers, Elena Grilli, MetropolisNet
The Hate Interrupter Teams Model
Project Need and Concept, Richard Parkes, Rinova
Process and tools:
HITaly Highlights from the experience, Enzo Pellegrini, Mulab
The HIT online application - design, implementation and evaluation, A.
Constantinides, Frederick University

14.55 - 15.10

HITs local actions - Part 1. Highlights and results in Cyprus, Spain and EU level

Respect existence or expect resistance" #HITproject Cyprus, Hope For Children Cyprus
The HIT online youth campaign and actions in Spain, CEPS Projectes Socials
15.10 - 15.20

Coffee break

15.20 - 15.55 HITs local actions - Part 2. Partners from the UK, Germany, Greece and Bulgaria
showcase the

highlights and results of the actions in their countries
#HITproject in London, Collage Arts
#HITproject in Berlin, MetropolisNet
#HITproject in Greece, The Smile of the Child
#HITproject in Bulgaria, Gender Alternatives Foundation

Session 2 – Beyond country experiences: conclusions about the
HIT Journey
15.55 - 16.10 Hate Interrupters and intercultural dialogue – audio-visual and live Round table
Collage Arts will showcase experiences from the Intercultural Meetings held online during November
2020. Representatives from all the audiences involved, from different partner countries - young
person, stakeholders, policy makers, facilitators, trainers/educators, media experts, influencers will
then intervene in a virtual Round table on the most significant experiences, highlights and challenges
with the Intercultural meetings experiences.

16.10 - 16.20

The role of opinion formers in HIT ; Q&A session, moderation MetropolisNet

The stage will be given to showcasing the role that opinion formers have had during the HIT journey,
through video testimonies. After that, the floor will be open for questions and answers from our
participants.

16.20 - 16.30

The journey continues… Legacy and perspective of #HIT experiences
Richard Parkes, Rinova

